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DISTRIBUTED SPACECRAFT PATH PLANNING AND 
COLLISION AVOIDANCE VIA RECIPROCAL VELOCITY 
OBSTACLE APPROACH 
Sittiporn Channumsin,* Gianmarco Radice,† and Matteo Ceriotti‡ 
This paper presents the development of a combines linear quadratic regula-
tion and reciprocal velocity obstacle (LQR/RVO) control algorithm for mul-
tiple satellites during close proximity operations. The linear quadratic regu-
lator (LQR) control effort drives the spacecraft towards their target position 
while the reciprocal velocity obstacle (RVO) provides collision avoidance 
capabilities. Each spacecraft maneuvers independently, without explicit 
communication or knowledge in term of collision avoidance decision mak-
ing of the other spacecraft in the formation. To assess the performance of 
this novel controller different test cases are implemented. Numerical results 
show that this method guarantees safe and collision-free maneuvers for all 
the satellites in the formation and the control performance is presented in 
term of vD  and fuel consumption.  
INTRODUCTION 
Spacecraft formation flying (FF) can provide new and innovative ways of collecting scien-
tific and observation data, enhance exploration capabilities and share this information be-
tween in-orbit systems and the ground. Small satellites are naturally suitable for this type of 
mission in which a large number of orbiting platforms can act as distributed instruments, thus 
exploiting the inherent redundancy, reconfiguration ability in the event of single point failures 
and enhanced mission capabilities offered by this approach including opportunities for cost 
reduction. One of the main challenges for these types of missions is however the reliable and 
robust control of the spacecraft maneuvers such as formation keeping or reconfiguration and 
critically, collision avoidance.  
In order to avoid collisions real-time path planning in a dynamically changing environment  
is a key challenge that has been widely investigated for many years1-8. Close formation flying 
presents difficult control challenges as the number of elements in the formation increases or 
when proximity operations are required due to complex maneuvers with minimal fuel con-
sumption and reliable collision avoidance systems. In addition, trajectory planning algorithms 
should be used to compute the initial plans of the mission and reactive methods should com-
pute solutions in real time whenever a potential collision is detected. Moreover, a good scala-
bility of the methods used is essential.  
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To account for these, the reciprocal velocity obstacle (RVO)                                            
developed by Berg9 for marine vessels, is applied here. This approach takes inspiration from 
the velocity obstacle (VO)10 that defines the set of all velocities that will result in a collision 
between two spacecraft at some point in time; selecting a velocity that lies outside the veloci-
ty obstacle ensures that no collision will occur. When many agents implementing the same 
navigation technique, share the same space, velocity obstacle methods may lead to undesira-
ble behaviors such as oscillations or excessive deviations from the optimal trajectories. Sever-
al methods have been proposed to improve the implicit coordination among the agents. For 
instance, an agent may take only half of the responsibility to avoid an on-course collision, 
assuming that the other agents will do the same.  
The RVO overcomes the intrinsic problem of oscillations present in the VO approach by 
selecting a new velocity that is the average between the current spacecraft velocity and a ve-
locity that lies outside the other agent’s velocity obstacle, then the motion of both will be free 
of collisions and oscillations. One of the advantages of this technique is that each agent does 
not take into account the decision-making plan to avoid collision of other agents. This is a key 
aspect for real time collision avoidance in a dynamic environment. RVO has been implement-
ed in various application domains such as mobile roboticst11, 12, UAV13 and video games14  
Following a brief definition of the relative motion dynamics15 the design of the mixed 
LQR/RVO controller for path planning and collision avoidance for autonomous formation 
flying is presented in detail. Test cases and numerical simulations are then discussed and crit-
ically analysed before conclusions and future work are provided in the last section of this pa-
per. 
RELATIVE MOTION DYNAMICS 
The formation flying spacecraft, assumed as a rigid body, is orbiting in the Earth Centered 
Inertial (ECI) coordinate system (X, Y, Z) as shown in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1. Relative orbit reference system. 
The Local Vertical-Local Horizontal (LVLH) frame of reference is used to describe the rela-
tive motion dynamics (x (radial), y (along-track), z (cross-track)). The linearized relative dy-
namics15 of the ith follower with respect to the leader can be represented as:  
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where n  and e  are the natural frequency and eccentricity of the reference orbit and q  is the 
true anomaly. q  and q  are the angular velocity and acceleration of the reference orbit of 
leader spacecraft and defined as: 
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To consider the control of the relative motion, Eqs. (1) – (3) can be transformed in a linear 
time-varying (LTV) system of equations in state-space [ ]( ) Tt x y z x y z=s : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t= +s A s B u  (6) 
where ( )tu  is control input, ( )tA  (relative dynamics matrix) and ( )tB  (control matrix) are 
defined as:  
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(8) 
The main perturbations to spacecraft in low Earth orbits are due to Earth oblateness (J2) 
and atmospheric drag, particularly over long periods16. In this preliminary study, we ignore 
both effects. 
LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATION 
In this paper, the LQR algorithm serves as the principal convergence driver during close 
proximity operations while RVO will ensure collision free maneuver including optimize fuel 
consumption. The multiple spacecraft LQR algorithm uses the linearized state dynamics from 
Eq. (6). To give a qualitative measure of system performance, a cost function J is introduced. 
By minimizing this cost function, the system can be brought from an initial state at t
0
 to a final 
state at tf with acceptable levels of state error and using acceptable and minimized levels of 
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control. A common choice for the performance index is to use a quadratic form of the termi-
nal state and an integral of the quadratic form of the current state and control. The general 
form of the LQR cost function is defined as: 
( )
0
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
ft
T T
t
J t t t t t t dt= +ò s Q s u R u  
(9) 
where ( )tQ  is the state gain matrix, ( )tR  is the control effort gain matrix. The optimal feed-
back control is given by: 
( )1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T LQRt t t t t-= - = -u(t) R B G s K s  (10) 
where 
LQRK  is the optimal state feedback and ( )tG  is the solution of the algebraic Riccati 
equation. 
VELOCITY OBSTACLE 
Let us assume two spacecraft with radius rA and radius rB at position and velocities (pA and 
pB) with velocities (vA and vB) as shown in Figure 2. The velocity obstacle (VO) for agent A 
induced by a moving obstacle B is created as follows. We first determine the collision cone 
(CC) of agent A by extending the radius of agent B as a disc: ( , )B A BD p r r+ centered on Bp  
with radius rA + rB. ,A Bv  is the relative velocity of A with respect to B and ,A Bl  is a direction 
of ,A Bv . Any relative velocity ,A Bv  that lies in A BCC  will lead to a collision. 
 
 
Figure 2. Velocity obstacle for agent A induced by obstacle B. 
 
A set of relative CC for a agent A induced by a moving obstacle B (
A B
CC ) is formally de-
fined as: 
{ }, , ( , )A B A B B A BA BCC v D p r rl= Ç + ¹Æ  (11) 
In multi agent scenarios, the agent will have to deal with multiple moving obstacles hence it is 
more convenient to create a set of absolute velocities of the agent. Formally, the velocity ob-
stacle for an agent A induced by agent B is defined as: 
BA B A B
VO CC v= Å  (12) 
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where Å  is the Minkowski sum of two sets of vectors A and B { },A B a b a A b BÅ = + Î Î . 
In case of multiple agents,agent A can create all velocity obstacles for all agents in the envi-
ronment. The resulting set of velocity obstacle is generated by a union of all computed obsta-
cles: 
1 i
m
A A B
i
VO VO
=
=  
(13) 
Unfortunately, the velocity obstacle approach does not work very well for local collision 
avoidance within a group of virtual agents where each virtual agent is actively changing its 
velocity to avoid the other virtual agents, since it assumes that other virtual agents may not 
change their velocities. If all virtual agents were to use velocity obstacles to choose a new 
velocity, there would be oscillations in the motion of the virtual agents between successive 
time steps9. 
 
RECIPROCAL VELOCITY OBSTACLE (RVO) 
To overcome the problem of oscillations, the reciprocal velocity obstacle (RVO) was in-
troduced by Berg et al9. The surrounding moving obstacles are in fact also proactive agents 
and thus aim to avoid collisions. RVO for each agent takes care of half of the collision avoid-
ance and the apex of the VO can be translated to ( ) 2A Bv v+  instead of Bv  as shown in Fig-
ure 3. 
The reciprocal velocity obstacle9 for agent A induced by agent B is thus defined as:  
{ }2 AA B A BRVO v v v VO= - Î  (14) 
This leads to the property that if every agent chooses an optimal velocity (
opt
Av ) outside of 
the RVO closest to the preferred velocity (
pref
Av ), the agent will pass on the same side. How-
ever, each agent optimizes its commanded velocity with respect to a preferred velocity in or-
der to make progress towards its goal location. This can lead to reciprocal motion, i.e. both 
agents first try to avoid towards the same side and then to the other side. In a situation with 
perfect symmetry and sensing, this behavior would continue indefinitely. 
 
Figure 3. Reciprocal velocity obstacle for agent A induced by obstacle B. 
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CLEARPATH 
A method to efficiently select collision free velocity is through ClearPath algorithm devel-
oped by Guy et al17. ClearPath follows the general idea that the collision-free velocity (
opt
Av ) 
is closest to 
pref
Av . Figure 4, shows the interpretation of the algorithm. The projection of 
pref
Av  
is onto each reciprocal velocity obstacle. All points that are within another obstacle are dis-
carded and from the remaining set the one closest to 
pref
Av is selected. 
opt
Av  is determined as the 
desired velocity for LQR control to calculate the control input ( (t)u ). 
 
 
Figure 4. ClearPath enumerates intersection points for all pairs of RVO and projection points. 
The point closest to the preferred velocity (dash line) and outside of all RVOs is selected as the 
new velocity (solid line). 
In summary, the LQR/RVO algorithms are implemented as such: 
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Figure 5. Flow chart of LQR/RVO algorithm. 
 
Algorithm RVO 
input : Get position and velocity of each spacecraft 
     n = number of spacecraft in the environment 
For Ai  to An do 
       Compute the nearest neighbors (N) of other agents for Ai 
       For all Ai  in N do 
Construct velocity obstacle RVO for Ai 
Compute preferred velocity for Ai 
Select new velocity by using ClearPath and compute new velocity for Ai from RVO that 
is closest to the preferred velocity. 
       end for 
end for  
 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS 
To illustrate the effectiveness and performance of the LQR/RVO algorithm, three scenari-
os are presented in the next subsections using eccentric reference Earth orbits. In these scenar-
ios, followers are required to change their orbit and then track a predefined target nominal 
trajectory while collision between the agents of the formation is avoided. For the numerical 
cases presented in this section, the initial orbital parameters are provided in Table 1. It is as-
sumed that all satellites are spherical with a diameter of 0.5 m (defining the collision distance) 
and the mass of each spacecraft is 10 kg. Specific impulses ( spI ) of thrusters are 300 s. The 
diagonals of the LQR weight matrixes ( )tQ  and ( )tR  are [100 100 100 10 10 10] and [10 10 
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10] respectively. The performance of the controller is assessed in terms of total maneuver vD
and fuel consumption mD defined as:  
0
ft
t
v (t) dtD = ò u  
(15) 
and 
0 0(1 exp( / ( ))spm m v I gD = - -D  (16) 
where mD  and 0m  are total fuel consumption and initial spacecraft mass respectively and 0g  
is the gravitational constant on the Earth (9.8 m/s2). 
All simulations run on a PC with an Intel Core i7-6700 at 3.40 GHz with 16 GB of RAM. The 
numerical integrator used to solve the dynamics is the Runge-Kutta method (ode45) in 
MATLAB®: RelTol: 1.0´ 10-8 and AbsTol: 1.0´ 10-8.  
 
Table 1. Initial Keplerian orbital elements for the reference orbit (leader). 
Semi-major axis (km) 7,178 
Eccentricity 0.02 
Inclination (deg) 40 
Argument of perigee (deg) 30 
Longitude of ascending node (deg) 50 
True anomaly (deg) 11 
 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
1st SCENARIO  
The initial and final satellite and obstacle states are defined in Table 2. Figure 6 shows that 
the satellite will collide with the obstacle, if no avoidance maneuver is performed. The dis-
tance, control inputs of both satellites are shown in Figure 6. The vD  requirement and fuel 
consumption to avoid collision are shown in Table 2. Due to the collision avoidance maneu-
ver, the fuel consumption increases to 159% with respect to the LQR-only case.  
Table 2. Initial relative position of follower and obstacle of the 1st scenario. 
Object Initial position (m) Initial velocity (m/s)  Final position (m) Final velocity (m/s) 
Satellite [0, 20, 10]T [10, 5, 0] T [0, 0, 10]T [0, 0, 0]T 
Obstacle [1.75, 13.71, 6.33]T [0, 0, 0]T - - 
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a)                                                                   b) 
 
c)                                                                  d) 
Figure 6. Manoeuver trajectory in the 1st scenario 1 a) without RVO b) with RVO c) distance between 
the satellite and obstacle d) control input. 
Table 3. Summary of the results for the 1st scenario 
 vD  (m/s) Fuel consumption (g) Maximum control (N) 
Without RVO 3.07 10.40 0.27 
With RVO 3.15 27.00 0.27 
 
2nd SCENARIO 
This scenario simulates the orbit transfer of two satellites with initial and final conditions 
as indicated in Table 4. In Figure 7, the collision of two satellites is observed during the ma-
neuver without the RVO in the middle of the transfer orbit. This does not occur when the 
RVO is active. The control inputs and velocities of both satellites are shown in Figure 8. The 
fuel consumptions of the 1st and 2nd satellites in Table 5 require 6.86% and 11.76% (the dif-
ference of the consumption is due to the different initial velocities) more propellant due to the 
collision avoidance maneuver.  
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Table 4. Initial relative position of two satellites. 
Satellite Initial position(m) Initial velocity(m/s)  Final position (m) Final velocity (m/s) 
1 [0, 20, 10]T [10, 5, 0] T [0, 0, 10]T [0, 0, 0]T 
2 [4, 0, 10] T [-8.4, -7.56, 0] T [4, 20, 10]T [0, 0, 0]T 
.. 
 
a)                                                                   b) 
 
c) 
Figure 7. Maneuver trajectory in 2nd scenario a) without RVO b) with RVO c) distance between 
satellites. 
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a)                                                                   b) 
Figure 8. Control input and velocities with RVO during maneuvering a) 1st satellite b) 2nd satel-
lite. 
Table 5. Summary of the results for the 2nd scenario. 
 Satellite vD  (m/s) Fuel consumption (g) Maximum control (N) 
Without RVO 
1 2.99 10.20 0.27 
2 2.51 8.50 0.23 
With RVO 
1 3.22 10.90 0.27 
2 2.88 9.50 0.23 
 
3rd SCENARIO 
In this scenario, four satellites are performing a transfer while avoiding collision among 
the formation. The objective is to maneuver each satellite to diagonal positions. The initial 
and final states are defined in Table 6. In the case without RVO in Figure 9(a), the collision is 
occurred at the origin of LVLH reference frame while including RVO (and other simulation 
conditions unchanged), any collision is avoided as shown in Figure 9(b). The results of sepa-
ration distance between each satellite of both without RVO and RVO are provided in Fig-
ure 9(c) and (d). The comparison of the 1st satellite trajectory between without RVO and RVO 
is shown in Figure 10. The thrust behaviors of both cases are observed in Figure 11. Without 
RVO are required the magnitude trend of control inputs in all satellites because of symmetry 
of the direction form their initial states to desired goals. In case of with RVO, the magnitude 
trend of them are required the same values when comparing with. The reason is multi-
geometric interpretations of RVO of each are the same pattern. The vD  and fuel consumption 
for collision avoidance are increased around 2 times as shown in Table 7. 
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Table 6. Initial and final relative position of two satellites in 3rd scenario. 
Satellite Initial position Initial velocity (m/s) 
Final position 
(m) 
Final velocity (m/s) 
1 [0, -15, 15 ]T [0, 0, 0]T  [0, 15, -15]T  [0, 0, 0]T  
2 [0, 15, 15]T  [0, 0, 0]T [0, -15, -15]T [0, 0, 0]T 
3 [0, 15, -15]T  [0, 0, 0]T  [0, -15, 15]T [0, 0, 0]T  
4 [0 -15 -15]T [0, 0, 0]T [0, 15, 15]T [0, 0, 0]T 
 
 
 
a)                                                                   b) 
 
c)                                                                   d) 
Figure 9. Manoeuver trajectory in 3rd scenario a) without RVO b) with RVO c) distance with-
out RVO d) distance with RVO. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of the 1st satellite trajectory between without RVO and with RVO. 
 
 
a)                                                                   b) 
Figure 11. Control input of the satellites in formation a) without RVO b) with RVO. 
Table 7. Summary of the results for the 3rd scenario. 
 Satellite vD  (m/s) Fuel consumption (g) Maximum control (N) 
Without RVO 
1 0.0072 0.184 7.4358e-4 
2 0.0072 0.184 7.4358e-4 
3 0.0072 0.184 7.4358e-4 
4 0.0072 0.184 7.4358e-4 
With RVO 
1 0.0143 0.365 7.4358e-4 
2 0.0143 0.365 7.4358e-4 
3 0.0143 0.365 7.4358e-4 
4 0.0143 0.365 7.4358e-4 
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CONCLUSIONS 
A distributed LQR/RVO control algorithm for multiple satellites to perform collision 
avoidance during proximity operations has been presented in this paper. The algorithm was 
implemented in three scenarios for spacecraft formation. These scenarios show that the con-
trollers have succeeded in creating real-time collision-free and oscillation-free optimum tra-
jectories for all the spacecraft with both static and moving obstacles. However, for effective 
collision avoidance, the formulation requires that each satellite knows the exact position, ve-
locity, and heading of every other satellite at all times. Then, the constraints of both propul-
sion and controller are ignored in this paper. Both factors will be considered in the future 
work. 
For future work, we will consider perturbations (J2 and atmospheric drag) and different 
reference orbit to test the controller performance and the ability of adaptation according to the 
dynamical requirements of the problem to improve the collision avoidance system effective-
ness and robustness with random initial configurations, measurement uncertainty and the ef-
fect of the maximum thrust limitation.  
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